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Top management at the core of enterprise decision-makers, tax-related behavior 
has a direct influence to the enterprise. Modern incentive theory is that business 
owners can make different salary incentive contract, thus affecting the behavior of 
managers. So, whether the salary incentive will affect the tax planning behavior of 
managers? What role do managers play in the tax planning ? This paper mainly bases 
on the principal-agent theory, effective tax planning theory and incentive theory to 
establish a model of executive compensation incentive and tax planning, analysis the 
relationship between executive incentives and tax planning for different managers. At 
the same time, considering the corporate governance structure on the impact of tax 
planning, this paper also introduces the supervision of the board of supervisors, 
discusses regulation of the board of supervisors of executive compensation incentive 
and the influence of the relationship between tax planning, the study found that 
regulation of the board of supervisors can effectively inhibit radical degree of 
executive engaged in tax planning behavior. In this paper, enriched the enterprise tax 
planning behavior intrinsic conduction path of related research, and from one side to 
answer the question "who is the core role in the enterprise tax planning decision?" 
This classic problem.  
Full text includes four parts, The first part mainly introduced the research 
background, research ideas, research methods, etc., and combing the domestic and 
foreign literature related to tax planning and executive incentive. The second part 
mainly based on the theory, analysis executive function's influence on the enterprise 
tax planning. The third part introduce the establishment of measurement model, and 
analyze the effect of executive compensation incentive on the enterprise tax planning. 
Fourth part includes theoretical analysis and empirical analysis, and  concluded that 
executive incentives have a significant positive influence on tax planning. 
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